
2. Developing Dribbling
Skills
Dat e:
 

Venue:
Playing Fie ld

Durat io n: No  o f  Players: Abilit y / Level:
Beginner

Sessio n Go als:
In this session we continue to  improve your players'
running with the ball skills.
By upping the pace this session uses fun mini-games
and competitions to  challenge your players as they
work hard to  improve their performances and win races
and games as a team.

Perso nal Co aching Go als:
This should be a fun session, so  although there is a
competitive element don't let it become the be all and
end all - the key things here are for your players to
have fun and to  continue to  improve their stick skills.

Equipment :
Balls, Bibs, lo ts o f Cones and Two Goals

Set Up

Pitch Layout
Notes

Pract ice  1:
Throw down 30 cones 1/2 the right way up
and 1/2 upside down.

Pract ice  2:
Put a goal on the 23m line ( if you have no
goal make one with cones) also put a line
of cones to split the area in half (5 cones)

Pract ice  3:
Put down 4 cones to make the bigger
square. (if you can put 4 different coloured
cones it will help to split the group into 4
equal coloured teams).Put down the 4
cones to form the internal square (about
5m in from the bigger square).

Pract ice  4 :
Put down 4 cones to creat a square 5m by
5m, and put down 2 different coloured
cones 5 m away from the square. Also put
down 1 more cone on the line to split the 2
players at the finish.

Pratcice  5:
Put down a line of cones (8) to split the
33m area (about 30m from the side line).

Pract ice  6 :
will use the same area as Practice 5.

 

Time at training is
precious!
To ensure your
players are working
hard throughout set
up the cones for this
session before your
players arrive to
training.
Diagram shows a
suggested pitch set-
up for this session.
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Warm Up

Cone turn over
Notes

After a set period of time, count the divots
to see how many are the right way up and
how many are upside down. Change the
teams round and start again.

Progression

Easie r: Reduce the distance between the
divots.

Harde r: Increase the distance between the
divots.

 

Scatter some cones
(divots) across the
area, some the right
way up, and some
upside down. Split the
group into two teams -
'Hackers and
Greenkeepers' -  and
spread them out
across the area.

On the word 'Go' the Hackers run round turning the divots
upside down and the Greenkeepers must turn them the right
way up.

Skill Recap

Moving with the ball through space
Discussion

Ask the player what they can remember
about the coaching points for running with
the ball.

Watch position.
hands apart (left at the top).
ball close to the stick.
Ball in front of the feet.
Angle of the stick.

 

Strong, low body
position, with body
upright and knees
bent.
Ensure players' eyes
are up (looking where
they're going), with
hands apart to enable
maximum control.
Left hand at top so
you can see 4
knuckles when you look down and the stick at an angle
(approx 45 degrees) on ground and in contact with the ball.
Lastly, ball position should be well ahead of feet and slightly
to the right, carry it where it enables you to see most passes. 

Running with the ball

Get rid of the balls!
Notes

Each team should stay on their side of the
line of cones and can only dribble one ball
at any time.
If you have no goals just make them out of
cones. the only thing you need to stress to
the players is that they control the ball
between the cones each time and not roll
them into the goal, otherwise there will be
balls all over the place!

 

Split your players into
2 equal sided teams.
Both teams have to try
and take all the balls
from their goal and
put them in the other
team's goal.

Run around relays
Coaching Tips

Depending of the level of your players I
would suggest that you start anti clockwise
and time permitting change the direction to
clockwise. This will be a lot harder for the
players.
The key coaching point to make for this to
work, is to look for the player to run their
feet round the ball before changing
direction with the ball.

 

4 Teams, with 1 ball in
each team.
The 1st player in each
team has to run
around the outside of
the inside square.
Only once they have
returned to their
starting cone can they
give the ball to the
next player.
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Dribbling Players v Runners
Notes

If the players with the ball win the races
with ease move the 2 furthest cones closer
to the square and vice versa if the players
with only the stick wins too easily, move the
2 cones further away from the square.

Coaching Tips

When running anti- clockwise it is a lot
easier for players to move the ball first then
let their feet follow.
When running around clockwise its
advisable for the player to leave the ball
behind, move their feet around the ball
before picking up the ball again. This
allows the player to get a tighter line to the
cones.

 

Split the group into
two team, one with
balls and sticks, the
others with just sticks.
On the coach's
command the player
with the ball runs
around the blue
cones, with the player
without a ball running
around the red cones.
It is a race to see the first one back.

Count to ten and catch
Notes

Players have to run with the ball close to
the stick. This practice is best played with
lower numbers to avoid the players running
into each other.
Any players caught joins the coach and
helps them to catch the rest of the players.

 

Players have a ball
each and start from
the 23 metre line.
Coaches or helpers
are standing with their
back to the players
whilst counting to ten
(at any speed).
During the counting
the players are trying
to get across the half
way line with the ball to win the game. However, when the
coaches reach ten they can turn around and catch the
players.
The players should try and get back to the safety z one
behind the 23 metre line.

Final Game

4 v 4 games
Notes

Running the ball across the scoring line
with the ball under control and stopping it
on (or close to) the line counts as one goal.
Time permitting you can introduce goals
and normal scoring rules to the game to
finish.

 

Finish with a 4 v 4
game, two equal
teams initially with
no goals.
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